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Abstract. Apparitions are subjective experiences, but can be accompanied by “miracles of the
sun”, observed and described by numerous witnesses. An extensive study of these phenomena
reveals a set of characteristic features, suggesting the existence of an underlying mechanism.
It is shown that the hypothesis of an extraterrestrial intervention is not sufficient to explain all
observed facts, while this is possible in terms of natural, but very peculiar physiological
processes. The proof results from personal experiments and reasoning, based on relevant
scientific literature. Apparitions are more complex experiences, but the content of the “messages” raises theological problems. Moreover, it is necessary to relate these “mystical experiences” to new insights in psychological processes that involve altered states of consciousness.
This subject calls urgently for continued, rigorous and responsible research.

The Problem
The frequency of apparitions and their repetition rate at particular places did strongly
increase during the last two centuries, but the number of “recognized apparitions” remained
rather small. The Catholic Church became thus increasingly prudent, although an official
recognition by the local bishop, pronounced in agreement with Rome, means only that a
supernatural origin is humanly credible and that a cult is permitted. Catholics are not obliged
to believe that apparitions are true, since they don’t have the same dogmatic status as divine
revelation, related to the life of Jesus. Nevertheless, there exists a problem, since we have no
satisfactory explanation for apparitions, whether they are true or not.
The fundamental difficulty stems from the fact that “visions” are subjective experiences.
Their authenticity can thus not be checked from the outside or by independent repetitions, as
in scientific experiments. Apparitions were accompanied quite often, however, by “miracles
of the sun” that have been observed by hundreds and sometimes even by thousands of
trustworthy persons. Since these perceptions have a more objective status, it should be
possible to use them as a “lever” to start a rational study of all these phenomena. As is usual
in science, we begin with the formulation of conceivable hypotheses. Our aim is then to test
their validity by means of arguments that are based on observations and logical reasoning.
There are three possibilities.
•

The hypothesis of a supernatural origin is the traditional one. It results directly from
the statements of those who claim that they could “see” heavenly beings, usually the
Virgin Mary, and that they could even “communicate” with them. Some apparitions
contain also demonic elements. When apparitions were accompanied by miracles of
the sun, the “seers” declare that they were signs, given to strengthen the belief of those
who doubted. Are these experiences and statements based on a true contact with a
supernatural reality or are they mental constructions? Anyway, we can collect data on
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“miracles of the sun” that occurred at different places. When we do that, it appears that
they have always the same characteristics! There has thus to exist an underlying
mechanism, and we have to wonder why this is so.
•

The hypothesis of a natural explanation has thus to be considered, at least for the
miracles of the sun. An astronomic or purely meteorological explanation is excluded
for physical reasons, but there would be no miracles of the sun, if the witnesses had
not been able to look straight into the sun during a relatively long time. What happens
then in their eyes and their brains?

•

The hypothesis of an extraterrestrial intervention may seem to be unrealistic to those
who are not aware of the real dimensions of the UFO-phenomenon. There is ample
evidence, however, that it deserves serious attention. It is conceivable, in principle,
that apparitions and miracles of the sun could be produced by “alien visitors” having
technical capabilities far beyond our own. We can even imagine that extraterrestrial
civilizations could be interested in performing large scale ”psychosocial experiments”
without letting us become aware of their procedures, to test our reactions and beliefs in
religious matters. Can this be proved or disproved?

Having read numerous books and documents, visited places where recognized or unrecognized apparitions occurred, talked to seers, observed one of them very closely during
apparitions and interrogated this unusual person, I am very conscious of the complexity of this
problem. I am particularly sensible to the feelings of those who pray with great fervour, since
they are deeply suffering and hope to get help from a loving God. But I am also a scientist,
who has to search the truth, and as professor of a Catholic University, I feel particularly
responsible with respect to the Church and all humans. If necessary, it would be much better
to change some ideas, instead of to dwell in illusions or deception. I hope that everyone will
understand this point of view.

Miracles of the sun: facts and explanations
So-called “miracles of the sun” were observed, for instance, in Tilly-sur-Seuilles (France,
1901), Fatima (Portugal, 1917), Onkerzeele (Belgium, 1933), Bonate (Italy, 1944), Espis
(France, 1946), Acquaviva Platani (Italy, 1950), Heroldsbach (Germany, 1949), Fehrbach
(Germany, 1950), Kerezinen (France, 1953), San Damiano (Italy, 1965), Tre Fontane (Italy,
1982) and Kibeho (Rwanda, 1983). They have been described by many witnesses and from
their reports we can extract the following characteristic features, appearing successively.
•

A grey disc seems to be placed between the sun and the observer, but a brilliant rim of
the solar disc is still apparent. This is comparable to an “annular eclipse”.

•

Beautiful colours appear after a few minutes on the whole surface of the solar disc, at
its rim and in the surrounding sky. These colours are different, however, and they
change in the course of time. They are vivid and can be blue, red, yellow, green, pink,
violet, etc. A large part of the surrounding sky is coloured, but this region is irregular
and changing. This can give the impression that coloured lights are ejected from the
sun. When the observers are looking away from the sun, they see that the landscape
and surrounding persons are also coloured in a changing way.

•

The sun begins to “dance”. First, the solar disk rotates about its centre at a uniform
and rather high velocity (about 1 turn/s). Then the rotation stops and starts again, but
now it is opposite to the initial one. Suddenly, the solar disk seems to detach itself
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from the sky. It comes rapidly closer, with increasing size and brilliancy. This causes
great panic, since people think that the end of the world has come, but the sun retreats.
It moves backwards until it has again its initial appearance. These forward and
backward motions can be combined with rotations and sometimes with lateral
oscillations. All these motions are, of course, unexpected and very impressive.
•

Finally, after 10 or 15 minutes, the sun is “normal” again: its luminosity is too strong
to continue gazing at it. But after about another quarter of an hour, the prodigy can be
repeated in the same way. The spectators are astonished that their eyes did not hurt,
although they were looking straight into the sun during a very long time.

•

Most observers had noted slight local changes in the luminosity of the solar disc, as if
there were some kind of images, but they were unable to recognize what they could
represent. Some persons were more lucky, gifted or privileged, however. In Heroldsbach, the “seers” reported that they had successive visions of the Virgin Mary, without
and with the Jesus-Child, the Holy Family, the Trinity and some symbols, like a cross
and the letters IHS. Some other persons reported also that they saw the Virgin Mary
and religious symbols. In Fatima, the “seers” had similar visions at that moment.

•

Coloured spheres, drifting slowly from the sun towards the earth, were observed and
mentioned at several places. This happened not only during miracles of the sun, but
also for some time after them. When these spheres arrived at the ground, they never
left there any material trace.

The initial presence of a grey disc, covering nearly the whole sun, suggested that it could
be a UFO. We can imagine, indeed, that such a craft could come from far away and approach
a given place on Earth, by moving along a straight line that connects this place to the centre of
the sun. We can also imagine that this craft is endowed with extraordinary technical powers,
but it is necessary to show that these assumptions can account for what did actually happen or
at least that they are not contradicted by observed facts. First of all the disc would have to be
extremely luminous, with changing colours. Even if it were a changing semi-transparent filter
of solar light, its coloured illumination of the surrounding sky and the ground would require
great amounts of energy. Let’s assume that this is possible. We are then still confronted with a
geometric problem, since the circular craft would have to form a cone of shadow, intersected
by the ground, somewhat above its tip. This would define a circular or elliptical surface,
where a perfect or nearly perfect “annular eclipse” is seen. But near the border of this surface,
one should see a “partial eclipse”, and nobody did ever report such an appearance of the sun.
In Fatima and Heroldsbach, there are some reports concerning apparently simultaneous
observations of the same phenomena about 5 km and even more than 40 km away from the
main event. This was mentioned, since it excludes “mass suggestion”. But it implies also that
the hypothesis of a screening craft has to be rejected, since its dimensions would have to be
unacceptably large. A simultaneous performance by another craft, laterally displaced, has also
to be rejected. These manoeuvres would have been detectable from the side.
Searching always for more and more witness reports concerning “miracles of the sun”, I
discovered some descriptions of very similar observations, made without any apparitional
context. It was thus absolutely necessary to find out what would happen if someone did
engage in sun-gazing, although this is known to be dangerous. Some ophthalmologists
described retinopathies, produced by such an imprudent behaviour, but they did not say what
their patients had seen. Then I studied various kinds of subjective effects, generated by short
or long observations of relatively intense light sources. It is well-known that there are
coloured after-images, but there are also motional after-effects. The Belgian physicist Joseph
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Plateau studied them in the middle of the 19th century and gathered even all available
accounts of observations from Aristotle to about 1875 (Mémoires de l’Académie Royale de
Belgique). Plateau warned against sun-gazing, but mentioned only that he lost his eye-sight in
this way, without saying what he saw. Nevertheless, his huge collection provided some
astonishing reports that could be related to “miracles of the sun”.
At this stage, I engaged in a systematic study of after-images (produced at the retinal
level) and after-effects (resulting from the neural processing in our brain). Experimenting myself with a large and powerful white electric light bulb, I saw vivid colours and noted their
temporal changes. I scanned the medical and psychological literature, to get information on
peculiar visual effects and I focalised my attention on the biochemical, physiological and
neurological processes that are involved. In November 2002, I looked directly into the sun, at
about 4 p.m. The sun was relatively low above the horizon and its light intensity was
attenuated, although the sky was clear. I was able to look right into the sun and was amazed to
see that the sun was immediately converted into a grey disc, surrounded by a brilliant ring.
The grey disc was practically uniform, while the surrounding ring was somewhat irregular
and flamboyant, but did not extend beyond the solar disk. It coincided with its rim. I stopped
the experiment, since I wanted to be prudent, but I had experienced myself the initial phase of
a typical “miracle of the sun” and I could explain it.
The sun became grey, since my eyes immediately responded to its great luminosity by an
automatic reduction of their sensitivity. This adaptation is not simply due to the bleaching of
pigments in the colour-sensitive cones of the fovea, where the image of the sun is projected,
but to secondary processes. Every activated molecule initiates a chain of biochemical
reactions that allows for a strongly amplified response. The concentration of a particular type
of molecules is strongly decreased and this disrupts the usual equilibrium for Na+ ions that are
passing through the photoreceptor membrane. The trans-membrane potential is modified and
this change constitutes the neurological response to the incident light. This system provides an
automatic and highly efficient gain control, allowing us to cope as well with very low as with
extremely high luminosities. This adaptation process is completely unconscious. That’s why
the unexpected appearance of a grey disc instead of an extremely bright solar disc can give
the impression - in a context of apparitions - that this was not a natural process.
The brilliant ring can also be explained. Since the number of nerve cells that carry
information to the brain through the optic nerve is much smaller than the number of retinal
photoreceptors, every cell of the optic nerve collects information from some 1000 to 10.000
receptors. They form a receptor field, but the intermediate connections are organized in such a
way that those photoreceptors which are situated in the central part of the receptor field
provide excitatory responses, while receptors that are situated in a nearly equally large
surrounding ring yield inhibitory responses. The inverse arrangement is also possible. What
happens now for different parts of the image of the solar disc that has been projected on the
retinal fovea? The brain will associate with every point a combination of excitatory and
inhibitory responses. Inside the solar disc this leads to a rather modest average, but near the
edge of the solar disc, the inhibitory part of receptor fields are partially covering a region
where the light intensity is smaller. The inhibition is decreased and the average response is
increased. Visually, there appears a bright rim. This mechanism provides contrast enhancement and constitutes an “edge detector”, allowing us to represent an object by drawing only
its contours. Since the averaging process is a statistical one, allowing for local and momentary
fatigue, the brilliancy of the rim is unsteady.
“Miracles of the sun” were observed at several places when the sun was relatively low
above the horizon. In Fatima, however, the sun was at the zenith on Oktober 13,1917. Why
was it then possible to look into the sun for a rather long time? It had been raining, and when
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the low cloud layer was suddenly disrupted, there could be a high degree of humidity in the
air, so that the sunlight was sufficiently attenuated.
In a second experiment, realized at 3 p.m. in December 2002, I looked straight at the sun
during a much longer time. After some minutes, I saw impressive colours, up to 2 or 3 times
the diameter of the sun. They changed, but were mainly pink, deep blue, red and green.
Further away, the sky became progressively more luminous. I stopped there, since I
understood that these colours resulted from the fact that the red, green and blue sensitive
pigments are bleached and regenerated at different rates. Moreover, it is well known that
receptor fields combine the responses of cones, to form blue-yellow, red-green and whiteblack opponent pairs. These neural responses are analysed in the visual cortex, where
information about form, colour and motion are extracted at separate places. The brain is
functioning like a parallel computer, but it can instantaneously keep track of everything that
belongs together by means of synchronous oscillations. Previously, I had already established
a brain-wave equation that accounts for these oscillations. In spite of separate analyses,
performed in specialized areas, the necessary perceptual unity can thus always be preserved.
These highly efficient methods imply, however, that illusions are possible. Some of them
are automatic and intrinsic to the hard-wired part of the brain, while other illusions can result
from dynamic processes. Recent experiments showed, indeed, that fixed retinal images that
have no precise meaning are sequentially altered by suppressing different parts, so that the
remaining parts produce recognizable features. The brain simply tries to “make sense” of the
enigmatic input, by comparing it with stored knowledge and some features that are actually
present are eliminated. Other features may be added. That’s how reading errors can arise. For
ambiguous situations, the mind’s brain offers various possibilities. These rapid and
spontaneous trials allow us to select what seems to be acceptable. That explains why some
“seers” could have changing visions in the solar disc. Because of statistically changing fatigue
processes in individual nerve cells, the luminosity of the disc was not uniform, and some
persons were particularly gifted to make sense of ambiguous data. We could say that they are
much more imaginative and creative than common persons.
What about the motions of the sun? I didn’t see them, because I didn’t look at the sun for
a sufficiently long time or my brain knew already too much. Once, after I had been looking at
a very long passing train, I had (for about 30 seconds) the illusion of an opposite motion.
Joseph Plateau discovered that when we look at the centre of a spiral that is rotating at some
given velocity about this point, and when we stop this rotation, we see a reversed rotation. It
lasts for several minutes, although in reality, there is no motion at all. This is a good example
of motional after-effects. The “dance of the sun” is initiated, however, by a spontaneous
generation of apparent motion. This means that some groups of neurons of the visual cortex
have chosen this possibility. It is reversed, by opposing excitatory and inhibitory activities.
The same concept applies also to oscillations and to forward and backward motions.
A very interesting study was recently devoted to this “zoom and loom effect”. It tends to
appear when the brain is confronted with the two-dimensional retinal image of an object that
is situated at some unknown distance. The brain will then consider the possibility that it could
come closer, by performing an illusory mental zoom, where the apparent size of the object is
progressively increased. This results from the fact that evolution preserved the tendency to
take into account the possibility of a dangerous approach: a rapid evasive action could be
beneficial for survival. When the “idea” of an approach does not lead to any real danger, the
perceived object returns to its normal place. In Heroldsbach, people where so afraid by the
“descending sun”, that they fled into the adjacent fields and threw them-selves on the wet and
dirty ground. Subjective perceptions seemed to be conformed by those of other persons.
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After about a quarter of an hour, the sun takes on again its “normal” appearance. It
becomes too brilliant for continued gazing. This means actually that bleached pigments have
been regenerated and that secondary biochemical processes are not effective any more for
some time. Dr. J.B. Walz, a university professor of theology, collected over 70 eye-witness
reports of the “miracle of the sun” that occurred in Heroldsbach on December 8, 1949. These
documents disclose some individual differences in perception, including the fact that one
person saw the sun approaching and receding three times, while most witnesses saw this only
two times! The “coloured spheres” that were usually perceived after the breathtaking “dance
of the sun” are simply after-images, but they were not recognized as such, since the context of
these observations suggested a prodigious interpretation. In Tilly-sur-Seules and Kerezinen,
the coloured spheres were mentioned quite often, since the witnesses did talk to one another.
That the sky and ground were perceived during miracles of the sun as being coloured does
not astonish anymore, but I was very concerned by the fact that some witnesses had the
impression that coloured lights were ejected from the sun. They spoke even about “luminous
fountains” and “fireworks”. Trying to solve this problem, my attention was attracted by a
peculiar observation of one scientist. He noted in 1963 that after-images start to be blurred
after about two minutes. He suggested that this could result from a diffusion process at the
retinal level, but he could not identify its nature. More recent studies of the biochemistry of
retinal photoreceptors, allow me now to propose an explanation. Activated photoreceptors
increase the density of Na+ ions in their vicinity, and this results in a facilitated activation of
neighbouring photoreceptors. A large part of the sky surrounding the solar disk can thus
become coloured and rather luminous when the observation continues for some time.
The final result of this investigation is that “miracles of the sun” can be interpreted
without assuming an intervention of supernatural powers or extraterrestrial intelligences.
Some people will claim that they knew this already, but they couldn’t prove it. Actually there
is no reason at all to be arrogant with respect to those who believed in a miracle or assumed
the presence of a UFO. We were confronted, indeed, with a highly remarkable illusion,
display-ing many sophisticated and completely unexpected features.

Problematic messages
The seers who “communicated” with the Virgin Mary or Jesus are always stressing the
importance of prayer and penitence, but a closer look at their messages reveals an underlying
motivation. It refers to feelings of fear. They can be related to a concern with salvation or
damnation at a personal or general level, but usually, they focalise on the conditional
announcements of catastrophic events. “If you don’t…, then…”
In Heroldsbach, on October 9, 1949, four girls, 10 - 11 years old, had collected coloured
leafs and were playing when they heard the clock of their village church. It was 5 p.m.
Spontaneously they started to pray and at that moment, they saw in the sky, above a birchwood, an indistinct white silhouette. One of the children compared it to a nun, dressed in
white, but then it seemed more plausible to say that it was the Mother of God. That’s the usual
German expression for the Virgin Mary. During the following days, the “apparition” became
more and more distinct. On October 14, one of the children asked: “Dear Lady, who are you?”
She answered: “I am the Mother of God”. A few days later, the children asked the luminous
Lady, carrying now a rosary, if she had a message for humanity. She simply said: “pray!”.
Heroldsbach is a small village, near Nürenberg and the Second World War was still very
present in the mind of everyone. On October 31, 1949, one of the children questioned the
Lady: “will there be war again?”. She replied: “when you pray, there will be none.”
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Then, she did not appear anymore until December 8, 1949. That was the day where the
“great miracle of the sun” occurred in the presence of 8.000 to 10.000 persons. It started at 3
o’clock, during a procession, but the Virgin Mary appeared already to the children at 14:30.
For the first time, she was bearing a golden crown on her head. It was “brilliant like the sun”
and on her left arm, she carried the Jesus-Child. After that event, the apparitions became more
and more explicit, with constant, heavy insistence on prayer and penitence! The group of
“seers” was now constituted of 6 girls, all about 11 years old.
On May 15, 1950, Our Lady announced that “the Russians will come and there will come
a great famine!”. Over the birch-wood, where the children had initially perceived the apparition, they saw now an agitated war-scene, with solders that were shooting at one another. The
soldiers fell on the ground and remained there, bleeding and suffering. That terrifying vision
lasted for about 10 minutes, but during all this time the Virgin Mary covered the village of
Heroldsbach with her protective veil. The following day, the children saw again a fierce battle
in the sky, but now, there were brown and black soldiers. The brown ones had Mongolian
eyes. They were winning and went into a village. They entered the houses, dragged their
habitants on the street and pushed them towards a place, where they were savagely killed. The
children recognized the village. It was their own. These visions were interpreted (by N.
Langhojer) in the following way: “when the request of the heavenly mother is fulfilled, the
first vision of the Russians will be realized. The homeland will be saved, but when humanity
does not listen, the second possibility occurs. Destruction will take its horrible course.”
The next day, the Virgin Mary appeared with the Jesus-Child, who said himself: “Dear
children, if you don’t pray with diligence, the Russians will come and slay you!” We have to
recall that in 1949, the Russians had performed their first experimental atomic explosion and
that in 1950, the US announced the construction of a hydrogen bomb. In La Salette, the seers
reported already in 1846, that the weeping Lady told them: “When my people does not
submit, then I will be obliged to let go the arm of my son. It is so heavy that I am not able to
hold it back anymore.” The “Great Secret of La Salette”, published in 1873, presented the
menace and the enumeration of the faults that had to be corrected in more explicit terms.
The “third secret of Fatima”, communicated on July 13, 1917 and written down by Lucia
in 1944, was finally disclosed in June 2000. Lucia saw a very intense light and a bishop, clad
in white that she considered as the Holy Father. With other bishops, priests, nuns and monks,
he climbed a mountain towards a great cross, his face and stature being marked by sorrow and
suffering. When he arrived at the cross, he knelt down, but was killed by a group of soldiers,
using “fire weapons and arrows.” His companions died in the same way. Lucia suggested that
there would be persecutions of the Church, but this didn’t happen. Cardinal Ratzinger
proposed therefore another interpretation. He established a connection with the attempted
murder of Pope John Paul II, on Mai 13, 1981. Sister Lucia had always insisted on a
“consecration of Russia”. This referred at least implicitly to the menace of Russia and
atheistic communism, but why had the nazi-regime, the murderous Second World War and
the awful shoa not been prophesised?
These examples raise some obvious theological problems. In Medjugorje, the seers
reported even that penitence should be more valued than charity. The central problem stems
from the fact that the general trend of these messages conveys an inadequate image of God.
Christian revelation tells us that “there exists a God, who loves us!” (see for instance John,
17: 21 and 23), while most apparitions present a God of revenge and anger. This fact and the
emergence of a natural explanation of miracles of the sun, call now for an investigation of the
true nature of visionary experiences.
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Apparitions and altered states of consciousness
For all apparitions that I studied in depth, I came to the conclusion that the “seers” are not
lying or consciously simulating. This follows from numerous details and is coherent with their
religious attitudes. We have thus to accept that what they “see” and “hear” is real to them.
They are living their mystical experiences with great courage and dedication. In Heroldsbach,
the children had often to advance for many meters on bleeding knees, but they were also
allowed to touch the garments, face and hair of the Mother of God. They “felt” this, as well as
the Jesus-Child, when they carried it on their arms. They could “smell” suave odours and they
could “taste” the Holy Communion, they got from an angel in solid and liquid form. In
Fatima, the three children got also a mystical communion from an angel, before the canonical
apparitions of 1917. All these sensations had - for the visionaries - the same characteristics as
real perceptions. This does not exclude, however, that their experiences could actually result
from purely mental processes.
Particular personal dispositions, the inducing power of special circumstances and the
general cultural framework could favour the construction of a virtual reality. This term has to
be defined by analogy with the concept of a “virtual image” that we see behind a mirror. The
eyes receive only light that is reflected by the surface of the mirror, but this light seems to
emerge from points that are situated behind the reflecting surface. As long as we are not
conscious of the presence and the properties of the mirror, we can make no difference
between a virtual and a real image. A mirage is a similar kind of illusion. Could apparitions
be a mental mirage? Before we can answer this question, we have to gather facts, in order to
define the apparitional phenomenon.
•

•

While “miracles of the sun” result from real visual perceptions, involving many
persons, apparitions require no sensory input and occur within a single individual or a
small group of persons, interacting with one another. Apparitions are usually viewed
as spiritual or mystical experiences, but psychological processes are surely involved.
There may be some exceptions, but in general, the seers are honestly experiencing
what they report. Their mystical experiences are real, at least at the subjective level. In
their head, the seers perceive things that have for them a supernatural, but real cause.

•

Apparitions can involve different sense modalities. Most frequently, one does see and
hear, but one can also feel, smell and taste. This is also true for hallucinations, but
there is no evidence at all that apparitions result from schizophrenia or some other
mental pathology. Seers are normal people, although their mental energy is strongly
focalised on their apparitional experiences.

•

Apparitions evolve through different stages. There are many well-documented cases,
where the initial phase corresponds to becoming simply aware of the presence of some
imprecise, relatively distant and usually silent, but more or less luminous shape. This
ambiguous data is interpreted by formulating the idea that it could be the Virgin
Mary. This idea is shared, when there are several “seers”. Usually, this happens in an
emotionally charged context and kindles then a sequence of reactions. The apparition
is repeated and the initial interpretation is crystallized. Favourable echoes from valued
sectors provide reinforcement, but even when the social context is partly hostile, this
can contribute to consolidation, since the seers cannot admit anymore that they were
wrong. Doubts are obliterated. The apparitions become more precise and detailed. The
seers get “messages” and even “secrets”, to be communicated only to the pope.
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•

The time course of these events is variable, but limited. Every particular “vision” can
last from a few minutes to several hours. Sometimes, it ends by a stepwise vanishing
of different parts, but usually, the luminous apparition disappears as a whole, through
a sudden extinction of the light or a progressive motion towards the sky, as if the
supernatural being had to return to the place where it was supposed to come from.
Identical or very similar apparitions can occur several times during the same day. The
time and day of the following apparitions is usually fixed in advance, so that several
seers and the whole assembly of attentive followers are synchronised. The total
number of apparitions at some particular place can be enormous. The apparitions of
Heroldsbach lasted three years, in spite of very harsh reactions from the bishop of
Bamberg. The series of public apparitions can eventually be followed by private ones,
leading to further elaboration of the initial “messages”.

I had always considered, like the responsible authorities of the Catholic Church, that some
apparitions are true, while others are not. I simply thought that extraordinary things can be in
the “power of God”. What about the power of the human mind? It is necessary to find out,
even for pastoral reasons! When I studied the official documents, that had been used for the
evaluation of the apparitions of Beauraing, in Belgium, I was somewhat disappointed by the
lack of precision and clarity in the description of the basic events. Then I found the book of E.
De Greeff, professor of criminology at the Catholic University of Louvain. He was present
during some of these apparitions. Moreover, he had carefully studied the testimonies of the
seers and other witnesses. His professional competence and his integrity are undeniable, but
his conclusions were not in favour of an official recognition.
In the evening of November 29, 1932, when five children were near a statue of Our Lady
of Lourdes, they saw a strange light, and the idea came up that it could be an apparition of the
Virgin Mary. De Greeff shows that the children were quite emotional and that the light could
actually come from a car. During the following evenings, the children saw similar lights at
about the same place and their initial concept was strengthened. The four girls and one boy,
between 9 and 14 years old, were interrogated, but this happened at first in a very uncritical
way. When the methods changed, partially because of De Greeff, it appeared that the seers did
not have identical visions and that they did not “hear” the same words and sentences. There
were even some contradictions.
Every evening, before the apparition started, the five children were standing in a row and
praying the rosary with the surrounding assembly. Suddenly, they fell on their knees, in
perfect synchrony, and during the whole apparition, they prayed with a shrill voice and at an
unusually rapid rate. This behaviour astonished some observers, since it is atypical of
apparitions, but most observers considered that it pleaded in favour of an authentic and
simultaneous mystical experience. The sudden and synchronous kneeling down could be
explained, however, since they were waiting in tense expectation and could thus react as soon
as one of them started to move, while the end of the apparition was easily synchronized by the
modified acoustic signals. Even when the “seers” were immediately separated from one
another after the apparitions, to be subjected to separate interrogations, their declarations
could still be relatively coherent, since they had ample opportunity to communicate during the
day and to prepare - in good faith - the questions they would ask the luminous Lady.
Then I found the book of Dr. A. Ladon, a Belgian neurologist, who collected data on the
series of apparitions that developed in several parts of Belgium, after the events of Beauraing.
In 1933, there were 47 persons who claimed that they saw the Virgin Mary. There were even
two groups of over hundred persons who had apparently common visions. Ladon’s analysis
led him to the conclusion that this was a remarkable phenomenon of contagion: “a mental
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epidemic”. Actually the archbishop of Belgium, Cardinal van Roey, reacted very soon. In
agreement with his Study Commission, he denied the supernatural character of all these
alleged apparitions with the exception of the initial ones, at Beauraing and Banneux. They
were the subject of much longer examinations and negotiations, but finally recognized.
It is impossible to provide any direct evidence for or against the supernatural origin of
apparitions, but it is reasonable to compare apparitions to one another. Some of them are
particularly instructive. Moreover, it is necessary to take into account what is known today
about various mental mechanisms that could be related to apparitions. In modern science, it is
not rare at all that one has to use indirect methods. Nobody ever saw the internal structure of
atoms and nuclei, for instance, but we learned a lot about it through indirect observations and
logical reasoning. The decisive element is then the convergence of all arguments. In regard to
apparitions, we have to take into account the following observations and propositions.
•

During religious visions and locutions, those who experience them are in an altered
state of consciousness. It is of limited duration and comparable to the state of a hypnotized person, but it could be reached by autosuggestion. This requires only that usually
active control mechanisms are deactivated.

•

A false interpretation of an ambiguous perceptual experience can be sufficient to
trigger a series of reactions, where the mind tries to make sense of unusual data and
tries to protect this interpretation.

•

Freud introduced already the concept of the subconscious, considered as a part of our
personality where some thoughts can be repressed and kept in quarantine, by powerful
control mechanisms. Unconscious processes can surely play an important role in apparitional phenomena. Reasonable doubts are eliminated by filtering, while special types
of behaviour are established and become then autonomous.

•

Great progress was made during the last two decades in the study of a psychological
phenomenon that is even much more remarkable. This is the “multiple personality
disorder”, now called dissociative identity disorder. It is characterized by the constitution of two or more distinct personalities, living in the same body with separate
memories, different ethical conceptions and sometimes even with distinct manual and
intellectual skills. Usually, this is an escape response to very traumatic and repeated
childhood abuse, since it provides a way to cope with truly unbearable experiences,
even when they reoccur. All associated memories are then isolated from those that are
necessary to organize the normal life. Later on, it can happen that one of the usually
hidden personalities “comes out” and takes control of the actual behaviour. This will
last only for a limited time, and the transitions from one state to the other are always
very abrupt. This “switching” is necessary, since it insures the mutual isolation of
memories. Appropriate psychotherapy can help to become aware of the other personalities and eventually, it can lead to their progressive fusion.

•

Apparitions are not multiple personality disorders, but there are some similarities. In
both cases, an altered state of consciousness appears during a limited time. It results
from dissociation and requires switching. The particular state that allows for visions
can even turn into “ecstasy”, where external stimuli, including those that would
produce pain, are not perceived any more.

•

Other states of altered consciousness, like drug-induced hallucinations, trance of shamans, automatic writing, out of body experiences and possessions are also comparable
to apparitional experiences. The phenomenology is different, but the underlying
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mechanism is the same. The essential point is, indeed, that the human mind can
function in unusual ways.
•

Some people can produce dream-like hypnagogic images, that are very vivid and can
even be naturally animated. Other persons have the ability to produce eidetic images.
When they have seen an image that is taken away, they continue to “see” it in front of
their eyes, as if it were still there. This can last from several seconds to many minutes.
The scene can be life-like. The same kind of persistence is also possible for sounds, as
well for music as for language. This does result from a reconstruction by memory
processes, but from a continuation of the same neurological processes that were activated in the brain during the real perception. The ability to have eidetic images is more
frequently encountered for children and adolescents than for adults, and it is quite
remarkable that the same bias exists for apparitions. Some people seem to be particularly “gifted” for visionary experiences.

The general conclusion is that apparitions and miracles of the sun cannot be taken at face
value. There are natural mechanisms that can explain them, but they are so unusual that we
were not aware of them. Miracles of the sun result from neurophysiological processes in our
eyes and visual cortex, while apparitions involve more complex processes in our mind’s brain.
The seers are honest, but unconsciously, they put themselves in an altered state of consciousness. This is possible, since our brain allows for “dissociation” and for “switching” from one
type of behaviour to another. A new conception of apparitions and miracles of the sun seems
thus to be emerging, but much more research is needed in this domain, especially because of
its socio-cultural importance.
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